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Large Obstacle Courses vs Station-Based Activities:
Teaching the skill – not the drill
Large obstacle courses tended to serve as ‘busy work’ rather than a true teaching tool.
While they do offer activities for the children, instructors are typically left trying to teach
the players the drill rather than the skills or tactics within the drill – especially with the
less experienced IP players.

The obstacle course pictured above (left) observed during evaluations included four
separate activities: a) backwards skating; 2) two foot jump; 3) tight turns through a
course; and 4) hard skate back to line. Through the duration of the activity (10 minutes
total – first skating and then adding pucks), there was no instruction in terms of the skills
within the drill and the instructors spent all of their time directing traffic through the
drill. On average, it took the children 50 seconds to skate the course and they then spent
55 seconds waiting in line.
With the same number of instructors and players, the recommended station-based
approach (right) teaches the same skills with much improved instruction and an
increased number of repetitions. The stations include: a) backwards skating; b) tight
turns through course and hard skate back to line; and c) Simon Says (agility and balance
including two foot jumps, touching knee to ice, dropping to knees and getting up, etc).
With the station-based activities, instructors’ time is used more efficiently and is spent
on teaching the children skills rather than trying to direct them through an obstacle
course. In the example above:
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a) Station: Backwards Skating
Two instructors are able to work with the children on backwards skating – both
actively involved in teaching and demonstrating the proper techniques and
providing feedback. Depending on the pace, four kids can be skating at all times,
resulting in very little time waiting in line;
b) Station: Tight Turns
Two instructors work with the players on tight turns. Players enter the drill when
the player ahead of them leaves the first cone, resulting in 5-6 players always
being involved in the drill. Instructors jump into the drill and demonstrate proper
technique and provide feedback to the kids one-on-one as they move through
the drill. Players spend very little time in line, and are provided one-on-one
instruction every second to third repetition; and
c) Station: Simon Says
While a fun activity for kids that they would be familiar with at school or playing
with fiends, it affords an opportunity for an instructor to work on various
important skills or techniques. All kids are involved in the drill, and the instructor
is able to demonstrate and provide feedback at all times.

Large Group Activities vs Station-Based Activates:
Teaching the skill – not the drill Part II
A number of groups tended to keep the children in large groups for shared activities for
quite some time – one as long as the first 30 minutes of their session. This tended to
include a warm-up and then group skating. During the group skating there was very little
interaction and/or correction from the instructors who stood in various areas of the ice
or skated around with the players.
There were generally two types used, most groups using both:
1. The activity areas within warm-up
laps. Typically, the kids skate around
with an instructor yelling out an
activity that should be performed
between the blue lines. About 5%-10%
of the kids attempt the activity while
the others skate around (especially
true with the A Groups). Some
coaches skate around with the
children, while others stand around and talk with each other, some going over than the
practice plan. There is very little opportunity for correction or demonstration. Most
groups used this activity for about 5 minutes (about 10% of practice time), some for
longer.
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2. Full ice lane skating with activities.
Kids skate full ice. Generally, one
instructor who is in charge of the drill,
demonstrates an activity and then the
group takes turns skating down the
ice and then waits in line. There is
very little correction or feedback from
the instructors, and most instructors
have very little engagement during
this time. Depending on the pace of the instructors observed, the players could spend
more than 50% of their time in line. This activity was used by most groups for between
10-15 minutes (20%-30% of practice time).
As mentioned in the section above, doing the same activities in stations better facilitated
proper instruction, demonstration and feedback. There is nothing wrong with figure 1 as
a way to get the kids on the ice and moving (while instructors set-up stations), but in
terms of instruction, very little feedback and demonstration were observed.

Put the Fun Stuff Frist

As an alternative to the warm-ups discussed in the section above, some groups started
their sessions with a fun game before breaking up into stations. This included one group
that played a full ice game of Cops and Robbers, one group that played Sharks and
Minnows and another group that did Hockey Canada’s Chaos Drill as their warm-up.
Physiologically speaking, children at this age do not actually need a warm-up before
performing the type of tasks and activities that they will be participating in during an IP
session. Getting on the ice, and moving around playing a fun activity will suffice.
Which style of warm-up would be most appealing to 4-6 year old children and get them
excited to get out of bed, dressed and onto the ice early in the morning? Put the fun
stuff up front – get them moving and get them smiling.
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Here is a screen capture of the Pittsburgh Penguins playing Keep a Way as part of their
warm-up before a practice. It’s fun, it’s competitive, it helps kids learn to skate heads-up,
helps mobility and edgework, helps stickhandling … and it’s fun! It can be done with a
larger group like below, or put groups of kids in the circles.

Right-Sizing and Pacing Activities within Stations
For the IP player to get the most out of their activities, they need to be sized and done at
a pace to achieve the goal of the drill with proper instruction and feedback.

The station on the left that was observed included a group of 6 players and one
instructor. Each group of players (3 in total) spent 5 minutes at the station. The
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instructor ran one player through the course at a time taking an average of 45 seconds
each time (so each player basically had one repetition with a few going through twice).
The instructor skated though the middle of the course ahead of the player, aside from
the initial demonstration and instruction, there was very little feedback other than
showing the player where to go.
On the right, is a station observed that better facilitated teaching tight turns. This
instructor set-up with cones closer together and in a smaller area and used a bingo
marker to draw arrows on the ice so the kids knew where to go. This instructor had 3-4
players in the drill at any given time and would jump into the drill at different times to
have a player follow him as he demonstrated the proper technique.
As a result, each kid in the station pictured to the right had plenty of feedback and
instruction from the instructor and 6-7 times the number of repetitions as the players on
the left who spent roughly 80% of their time in line and received very little in terms of
instruction and demonstration.

IP Players Need to Develop Skills and Learn Individual
Tactics – Not Positions
The players below were rotated through defensive positioning, offensive positioning and
then a make-work shooting drill. Three instructors were involved in the positioning drill
while one looked after the skills station.

IP players are to be taught skills and some individual tactics.
These concepts and skills would much better be learned and
developed through SAGs and LOGs than an instructor
spending an entire practice showing kids where they should
be standing based on where the puck is.
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Here, an Instructor from an A Group spent about 15 minutes of a practice showing kids
where to stand for a full ice game. While the 10 who were involved stood where the
Instructors’ sticks were tapped, the rest sat on the ice.

Instructors should be Instructing
There were a number of stations observed that included a helper or instructor being
actively involved in the drill. This could include passing/receiving, providing resistance,
placing pucks, etc. In the majority of cases, there were enough instructors and helpers
on the ice to facilitate this.
However, there were some instances where a lone instructor was actively involved in the
activity. Speaking with the lead instructors, most of these cases were due to instructors
not showing up due to illness, vacation or other reasons.

The practice above was case in point. The session included four stations where the
instructors were actively involved in the activity. The two on the right operated alright as
the instructor was able to communicate with the players as they went through the drill.
The two on the left were able to provide very little in terms of demonstration or
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instruction. Eventually the instructor at station 4 abandoned the pass and placed a
number of pucks across the top of the faceoff circle so he could provide some feedback
as the players were taking their shots. Which leads us to …
Don’t be afraid to change the drill on the fly.
In the example above, the instructor leading station 1 could have improved the situation
by having the players skate through the cones with the puck before taking the shot. It
would have been more beneficial for the players, and would have freed the instructor to
provide feedback and demonstration to the players.

Using Fun Activities: It’s Not Hockey, but it is Hockey
There were a few groups that did an outstanding job of integrating fun activities or low
organizational games (LOGs) into their stations. However, they were in the minority,
with many groups not incorporating any type of LOG.

The examples above:
a) Prison Guard. A prisoner in the middle of the circle tries to escape while prison
guards try to trap him/her. The prison guards need quick lateral movements
which are good for footwork while they are also learning how to contain an
opponent. The prisoner is moving around, cutting, stopping-starting and trying
to escape – getting to open ice.
b) Puck Race. On instructor’s signal, players race to the puck, the winner getting to
shoot while the loser trying to stop the shot. Good for acceleration while
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developing an understanding of getting to pucks first and back checking.
c) Rugby. Players play rugby with a football, trying to score into the nets. Players
can carry the ball but can only pass backwards. Good for developing an
understanding of puck support, communication and working as a team.
d) 3 v 3 Hand Soccer. Players can only play the ball by bending over and using their
hands. Good for working on inside edges, deep knee bends and balance while
developing teamwork concepts.
e) Monkey in the Middle. Players pass a puck to each other while a monkey in the
middle tries to intercept the pass. A good game to teach kids how to move to an
area of open ice to be open for a pass, and in the monkey’s case to get into a
lane with an active stick to intercept.
f)

Cone Wars. Players who are broken into two teams shoot a puck at a cone to try
and move it across the opposing team’s live. Good for shooting/passing
accuracy and recovering pucks.

Small Area Games
Most groups ended their session with a 10 minute scrimmage. Some used half ice, and
the majority used two cross ice games, leaving the neutral zone empty. During these
games, there were players observed who were not engaged in the play as there were
too many players involved in the games.
The small area games should be set-up for a maximum number of puck touches, passes,
shots and contact based on the number of players on the ice.
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In the figure above, players are engaged in the play and have opportunity to be involved.
This configuration can easily accommodate up to 30 players continually playing and
more if a shift rotation was incorporated.

In the picture above, the Instructors had the small nets pulled out from the boards. This
provides the players with a more realistic field of play as they can skate around the net.
It is also a lot more safe than the nets being against the boards, as the kids frequently
slam into them and there is no give. The kids also frequently slam in to the boards when
they drive the net for a shot as there is nowhere else to go.
More advanced IP group SAGs can be farther enhanced by adding rules to encourage
and develop game intelligence training. SAGs can also be incorporated as a station
during normal activities.
The example below is from an MHA’s mini-tournament format where a couple visiting
teams are invited to play a quick round-robin format.
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Players Improve by Doing – Not Listening
In one instance observed, the drill rotation provided 5 minutes for each station. The
instructor at one station had the kids take a knee and spoke to them for an average of
four minutes before any activity – leaving one minute for the actual activity. This
fortunately was an isolated incident, but there were some sessions observed where
there was more discussion than what should have been required for the activity.

Best Practices and Tips: Kudos
While travelling through D4 through observations and discussions, the following ideas
needed to be shared:
a) Being a teacher instead of a traffic cop. When players needed to follow cones
through a course (tight turns, pivoting, etc), two different A Groups in SMHA
drew arrows with bingo markers to show players how to travel through the
course. This increased the amount of time that the instructors had to teach
players skills rather than the drill itself.
b) Sharing/storing pucks and props (toys, cones, rubber chickens, etc.). Shared
resources in ORMHA are stored in a lock box that has a combination lock –
instructors are given the combination to the locks. A lock box is kept at each of
the rinks where sessions take place.
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c) Peer to peer coaching. CPMHA used an hour of their ice in the fall to bring all IP
instructors out to demonstrate drills, SAGs and LOGs that they find are most
effective. The coach mentor is also present to demonstrate and reinforce
elements of the program and answer any questions the instructors may have.
This is especially helpful for the newer instructors who are able to learn from the
experienced ones.
d) Mentor program. ORMHA appoints a volunteer coach mentor to work with their
IP instructors. The mentor is available to answer questions by email and help out
during sessions if the instructor makes that request.
e) Drill repository. WCMHA keeps a repository of practice plans that are used from
year to year. This helps newer coaches who immediately have some support,
and also creates a framework for development through the levels.
f)

Creating excitement for the kids. APMHA held a draft party for the children.
They were called up to a stage one by one and presented with their jersey.

g) Orientation night/information sessions. A couple of associations held
orientation sessions for parents with a slightly different flavour – some inviting
HEO to speak to the parents and another having their IP Convenor discuss
expectations for the IP program and hockey in general. Other associations had
‘team meetings’ with convenor and/or group instructor talking to the parents
about fundraising, group budget, expectations for on-ice activities, etc.
h) Creating a fun atmosphere. The PLMHA A Group plays music during their warmup during the first few minutes of each session to make it more fun for the kids.
i)

Scheduling instructors. A Group in WCMHA uses Google Calendar to facilitate
the scheduling of instructors for specific stations during practices – the
instructors then know beforehand the specific skill or activity that they are
responsible for and come to the session prepared.

Risk and Safety
There were safety concerns noted during the observations.
a) It was common to see parents on the benches, especially in the rinks with easy
access (benches lead directly to rooms). There were a few incidents where
younger children were on the bench – in one case a father had a very young
child sitting on the boards. Would suggest that the trainer be aware and ask that
parents and siblings not be on the bench during sessions.
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b) Did see children wandering onto benches unattended while Zamboni was on the
ice – in one case a gate at the end of the ice was left open after a session with
young children in the immediate area.
c) There were some instances – mostly during activities with low involvement –
that children were pushing or hitting each other, sometimes with sticks.
Instructors need to be vigilant and establish boundaries for the safety of the
other children.
d) Pulling nets out and away from the boards during cross-ice games or drills would
reduce the chance of kids falling into the boards, which was witnessed fairly
frequently.
e) Using half ice game with two pucks rather than three cross-ice games resulted in
a number of collisions when the two groups chasing pucks collided.

Resources
Some good tools for Initiation instructors:
Small Area Games by Paul Willett
Only a few games are relevant to IP players, but the chapters explaining SAGs are good.
USA hockey Small Area Competitive Games
Includes a section for Mite (IP) players and a few games in the U10 section.
Small Area Games and Decision Training by Bill Bowker
Good overview of the importance of nurturing creativity through decision training.
Small Area Games Coach Resource Package by Hockey Canada
A little more advanced games, some that could be used by more advanced IP groups.
Inside Coaching Hockey by Richard Bercuson
Good book with lots of great advice for minor hockey coaches.
ProSmart Hockey Learning System
Provides free progressive practice plans and animated videos with a breakdown of how
to teach and demonstrate a skill/tactic – view their YouTube channel
NHL Analytics Tracking of 8U Hockey Players (Video) by USA Hockey
From Child's View, Parents Find Full-Ice Hockey No Fun (Video) by USA Hockey
12U Players Demonstrate Hockey Concepts with Half-Ice Game (Video)
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